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Abstract
　 There is often an expectation that short-term exchange students living in 
international dormitories at Japanese universities who are English native speakers will 
have few opportunities to speak much Japanese, instead tending to use English with 
each other and their Japanese dorm mates.  This paper challenges this belief, presenting 
a case study of one Australian short-term exchange student, Penny, who developed a 
Japanese language social network at her small international dorm centered around two 
of her dorm mates, one Japanese and one Swedish.  Based upon data from a detailed 
daily language diary, in her tenth week in Japan Penny interacted in Japanese outside 
class for about 24 hours over seven days.  She spent almost all that time with her two 
dorm mates, about ten hours chatting at the dorm itself, on average about an hour and a 
half each day, and another thirteen hours outside the dorm at a restaurant on Saturday 
and on a trip on Sunday.  For relatively shy students like Penny, dorm mates can be 
absolutely crucial in providing sufficient opportunities to interact in Japanese during 
their study abroad experience.  For them, the dorm is their oasis―a safe, reassuring 
space where they can use Japanese every day.
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Introduction
Our case study―Penny: 
It is a cool evening in mid-November.  Penny, an Australian short-term exchange student 
studying Japanese at a university in Japan, arrives back at her small dorm, Peace House. 
She takes her shoes off at the entrance and steps up into the spacious living-dining 
room.  Tomomi, her Japanese dorm mate, is sitting at the dining room table reading a 
book.  Penny sees Tomomi and calls out ‘Tadaima!’ (I’m back!).  Tomomi looks up and 
answers with a cheerful ‘Okaeri!’ (Welcome home!).  Penny sits down at the table with 
Tomomi.  ‘Do datta, tesuto?’ (How was your test?’), Tomomi asks Penny.  ‘Muzukashikatta 
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kedo, hyakupa toreta.  Kinou, arigatou!’ (It was difficult, but I got full marks.  Thanks for 
your help yesterday!), replies Penny.  She sits down opposite Tomomi, and smiles.  
　 Penny and Tomomi both live in an international dormitory.  When Penny arrived in Japan 
three months earlier, she had high expectations of her time in Japan, particularly as she was a 
Japanese major about to graduate from her home university.  In Japan, she found her Japanese 
classes to be excellent and felt that they had helped create a strong foundation for her Japanese. 
Penny also felt that the success of her language studies depended upon her using Japanese as 
much as possible, so she hoped to have many opportunities to speak Japanese outside the 
classroom as well.  When deciding where to live, Penny had initially thought that staying with a 
Japanese host family would offer more opportunities to use Japanese, but having lived by herself 
for two years at her home university she was not sure that she would cope with the strictures 
that staying with a family in their home would naturally bring.  Instead, she decided to stay at a 
small university dormitory that housed just six women―five international students, all of 
whom studied in the same Japanese language program, and one Japanese woman.  When Penny 
first moved in, she was not sure if she would find many opportunities to speak Japanese there. 
On her first day, she had met her English dorm mate and they had chatted only in English.  That 
evening when she met her Swedish dorm mate, Stella, they had also talked in English.  Penny 
began to worry whether she had made the right decision.  However, when Tomomi, the 
Japanese student living at the dorm, arrived home, Penny was relieved to find that Tomomi only 
spoke in Japanese with her.  Moreover, when their Swedish dorm mate Stella joined them, the 
conversation continued mostly in Japanese.  Penny relaxed, and felt that perhaps she had made 
the right decision to stay in a dormitory rather than with a Japanese host family.  
　 This paper explores the case of Penny, illustrating that short-term exchange students staying 
in international dormitories can use a lot of Japanese there, both with the resident Japanese 
students and also with other international students.  Her case challenges the prevailing notion 
that for short-term exchange students who are English native speakers studying Japanese in 
Japan, international dorms are language deserts, places which offer few opportunities to use 
Japanese.  Rather, in Penny’s case, her dorm became a language oasis for her, by her third 
month in Japan being one of the only places where she used Japanese for extended periods of 
time every day outside her Japanese language classroom.  Moreover, when Penny ventured out 
of the dorm to explore Japan on the weekend with her Japanese and Swedish dorm mates, they 
continued to speak mostly or entirely in Japanese.  
　 In this paper, we share one week of Penny’s life in Japan, seeing how she used Japanese 
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outside the language classroom in her tenth week of the fall 2016 semester, based upon her 
detailed language diary.  From this language diary, it is apparent that the social network that 
Penny developed to support her Japanese language studies is based around her dorm mates.
Background: 
Study abroad represents an opportunity for exchange students to learn the target language 
intensively in the classroom by taking many language classes; however, it is also essential to 
create extensive opportunities to use the target language outside the language classroom.  As 
Wang (2010) notes, “[t]o achieve meaningful linguistic gains through out-of-class contact and 
make the sojourn experience worthwhile, study abroad students need to have regular and 
substantive interactions with native speakers, particularly those who can speak and write 
properly in the target language and are willing to play the role of supportive interlocutor in the 
process of second language acquisition” (p. 51).  Creating such opportunities is often more 
easily said than done.  Researchers in Byram and Feng’s (2006) book concluded that study 
abroad students often experience isolation and find it difficult to create opportunities to speak 
with native speakers.  Kinginger found that “when students do not make dramatic gains in 
language ability or intercultural awareness despite a professed desire to do so, it is because 
they do not become sufficiently or meaningfully engaged in the practices of their local host 
communities” (2011, p. 67).  
　 Similarly, there is often an expectation that short-term exchange students living in 
international dormitories at Japanese universities will have few opportunities to speak much 
Japanese, instead preferring to use their own first languages.  Recent research, however, 
suggests that in fact short-term exchange students staying in dorms actively create social 
networks to access opportunities to use Japanese.  For example, Croker and Machida (2017) 
report on the experiences of two young women, one from central Europe (Adriana) and the 
other from southeast Asia (Shinta), both of whom were staying at international dormitories 
while studying Japanese at Nanzan University as short-term exchange students.  Both students 
spoke a remarkable amount of Japanese outside the classroom.  Over seven days during the 
tenth week of their first semester in Japan, Adriana spoke Japanese for about twenty-two hours 
and Shinta spoke over fifteen, mostly with the other students living in their dorms, both 
Japanese and foreign.  Interestingly, these two women created quite different social networks. 
Adriana created a social network that was small and concentrated, characterized by relatively 
intense friendships, whereas Shinta developed a larger, more dispersed social network with less 
intense relationships.  In their 2017 paper, Croker and Machida hypothesised that these 
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different social networks reflected the design of their dormitories.  Adriana stayed in a small, 
apartment-style dorm which she shared with just one Japanese student and two other foreign 
short-term exchange students.  She spent a great deal of time with this small group, so 
developed a small social network concentrated around her dorm mates.  On the other hand, 
Shinta lived in a larger dorm that had an open architectural design.  Eight students each had 
their own individual rooms on the second floor but shared a large common kitchen, dining and 
living area located on the first.  Shinta did spend some time with her dorm mates but did not 
become as close with them as Adriana had, possibly because of the open design, and instead 
developed a larger, looser social network that extended beyond her dorm.  The size and shape 
of social networks that short-term exchange students staying in dorms develop determine who 
they interact with in Japanese, and the amount and quality of those interactions.  Throwing light 
onto these social networks will help host institutions design better dormitories and organize 
more effective social activities, better prepare exchange students for life in the dorms, and help 
select more appropriate local Japanese students to live with and help the exchange students.  
The Present Study
Research Focus: 
This present paper, part of the same larger study as Croker and Machida (2017), seeks to 
extend this exploration of the experiences of short-term exchange students in Japan studying 
Japanese by sharing the case of a female native speaker of English from Australia, who was also 
staying in an international dormitory―Penny, whom you met at the beginning of this paper. 
Four research questions guide the larger study and also this present paper:
1.  Where and with whom do exchange students on short-term language programs use Japanese 
outside the language classroom? 
2. Which of these are the most useful language learning experiences?
3. Who helps these students the most to speak Japanese?
4.  What types of social networks do exchange students have access to in which they can use 
Japanese outside the classroom?
　 This present paper is important for two reasons.  Firstly, it provides an example of a small, 
concentrated, intense social network in a dormitory with an open design.  Secondly, it is a case 
of a native speaker of English who has successfully created a social network at her international 
dorm in which Japanese is commonly used.  However, the caveat is that this social network did 
not include other native speakers of English.
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Research Site: 
Nanzan University is a medium-sized university located on a picturesque campus in Nagoya, 
central Japan.  There are approximately 10 000 Japanese students enrolled in eight undergraduate 
faculties and six graduate schools, and about 100 foreign students enrolled in the regular 
undergraduate and graduate school programs.  This present study, however, focuses upon the 
Center for Japanese Studies (CJS), which was established in 1974.  Each year, over 200 students 
participate in three programs: the eight-week Summer Program in June and July; the fourteen-
week Fall Program which runs from September to December; and the fourteen-week Spring 
Program from January to May.  The CJS students can choose to stay with a homestay family or 
in a dormitory.  The two main large dormitories, one each for female and male students, are 
adjacent to the university campus.  Two smaller dormitories for women are located about 30 
minutes from campus, and are privately run.  
　 Peace House is one of these smaller, private dormitories.  The caretakers live next door, and 
take care of the dormitory itself and the students.  This dormitory has space for six female 
students.  There is always one student from Japan, and the other students come from different 
countries.  In November 2016, there were only five people living at Peace House: one student 
from Japan, and one student each from Australia, China, England, and Sweden.  Each student 
had their own air-conditioned room which had a bed, desk and closet.  The students shared 
bathrooms, a kitchen, and a living-dining room in which there was a television.  For this paper, 
the name of the dormitory has been changed.
Research methodology: 
This study does not try to measure the learning outcomes of the main participant, but rather 
focuses upon the process of learning that she experienced.  This reflects a broad shift in recent 
research on study abroad that has been occurring over the past twenty years.  “Wilkinson 
(1998) called for a shift of study abroad studies from the ‘product,’ such as linguistic gains and 
attitude change after study abroad, to the ‘process,’ i.e., what actually happens before, during, 
and after the sojourn that brings about the outcome” (Wang, 2010, p. 50), and this study is part 
of that broader change in focus.
　 To conduct this study, permission was obtained in mid-2016 from the CJS administration and 
also the Nanzan University Committee for Research Screening (approval numbers: 16-012, 16-
050).  As explained in Croker and Machida (2017), all 140 of the short-term exchange students 
enrolled in the 2016 fall semester CJS program were invited to participate in the larger study. 
Altogether, twenty students agreed to join; this present paper reports only on the experiences 
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of Penny, the female student from Australia.  
　 These twenty participants kept a daily language diary for one week in the tenth week of the 
2016 Fall Program, in mid-November 2016.  In this diary, the participants wrote where, with 
whom, for how long, and about what they had spoken in Japanese outside the language 
classroom that day.  The amount of time that participants wrote that they had used Japanese 
included both speaking and listening time; participants were also asked to note what proportion 
of the conversation they had spoken for and how much of that had been in Japanese.  Finally, 
participants noted the other person’s first language, to what degree that person had spoken in 
Japanese or English in each interaction, and how much of that other person’s Japanese they had 
understood.  Participants also noted which of these interactions had been most useful for their 
language learning that day, and which person had helped them the most.  See Appendix A for 
the language diary that was distributed to participants.  When they submitted their language 
diaries, participants completed a short questionnaire; some participants were also interviewed.  
Participant: 
Penny was an Australian student studying in an intermediate Japanese level class (level 500 in 
the CJS system).  She was a student at a leading Australian university, majoring in Japanese and 
minoring in philosophy.  Penny arrived in Nagoya at the beginning of September 2016 and 
enrolled in the Fall Program.  Penny had been in Nagoya for about ten weeks when she 
completed her week’s language diaries.  She stayed at Peace House, spending much of her time 
there in the living-dining room, and it was here that she interacted with her housemates, in 
particular with her Japanese dorm mate Tomomi and her Swedish dorm mate Stella.  Note that 
for this paper, the names of all participants have been changed.
Results 
　 In this section, we present the data from the language diary, to show where and with whom 
Penny spoke Japanese outside the classroom over seven days, which of these were the most 
useful language learning experiences, and who helped her the most in speaking Japanese.  
Research question 1: Where and with whom do exchange students on short-term language programs 
use Japanese outside the language classroom?  
Over the seven days, Penny spent a total of almost 24 hours using Japanese outside the 
language classroom, which is a considerable amount of time.  She spent the vast majority of this 
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time (96% of the total) interacting with two of her dorm mates, Tomomi from Japan and Stella 
from Sweden.  Almost ten hours were spent chatting at Peace House itself, on average about an 
hour and a half each day (41% of the total).  Another thirteen hours were spent with Tomomi 
and Stella outside the dorm, mostly at a restaurant on Saturday evening and on a trip on Sunday 
to go mountain climbing at Hikone (55%).  Apart from interacting with her two dorm mates, 
Penny had a few interactions with her other dorm mates and the resident caretaker at the dorm, 
a few chats with other students at school, and some relatively brief service encounters at cafés 
and restaurants (about 4% in total).
　 In terms of the distribution through the week, the amount of Japanese that Penny spoke on 
weekdays (Monday to Friday) varied considerably, from a low of about half an hour on one day, 
to over two hours on two days, up to almost four hours on another.  The day that Penny spoke 
the most Japanese was on Sunday, when she went mountain climbing with her housemates and 
spent over eleven hours on the trip there and back interacting in Japanese.  See Table 1 for a 
summary of these daily data.
Table 1: Penny’s Japanese use outside the classroom over seven days (minutes)
Day
Date (2016)
Mon
Nov 14
Tue
Nov 15
Wed
Nov 16
Thu
Nov 17
Fri
Nov 18
Sat
Nov 19
Sun
Nov 20
Total
(mins)
dorm friends 
inside dorm
122 185 35 88 120 10 23
583
(41%)
dorm friends 
outside dorm
2 112 670
784
(55%)
dorm 
administration
20 1
21
(1%)
students, 
teachers
10 1
11
(1%)
service 
encounters
1 7 7 5
20
(1%)
Total (mins)
132
(9%)
207
(15%)
37
(3%)
96
(7%)
127
(9%)
127
(9%)
693
(48%)
1419
Total (hours) 2.2 3.6 0.6 1.6 2.1 2.1 11.6 23.8
Source: Penny’s language diaries
Note: Figures in the table have been rounded up or down to the nearest whole number, so the total might not equal 100%.
In the next part of the paper, the interactions that Penny had each day are explained in some 
detail, to help develop a deeper sense of where and with whom she used Japanese that week.
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Monday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 132 minutes)
Monday was a typical day for Penny.  At school before class, she spoke with a classmate from 
Vietnam for about five minutes about their weekend.  After class, she spoke with another 
classmate whose native language is English for about five minutes about tests and the weekend. 
Although both speakers were English native speakers, 80% of their conversation was in 
Japanese.  Later that day, after getting home, Penny spoke with her Japanese dorm mate 
Tomomi and her Swedish dorm mate Stella for about two hours about recipes, their classes, and 
different countries.  Penny herself spoke in Japanese 70% of the time that she spoke, whereas 
her Japanese housemate spoke only Japanese and her Swedish housemate about 80% in 
Japanese.  This extended interaction in Japanese was the most useful language learning 
experience for Penny that day.  She noted, “Being able to sit and talk to someone of my age just 
about anything we like is fun but also lets me try grammar without being embarrassed.”  Finally, 
before going to bed, Penny’s Japanese housemate asked her about being vegan or vegetarian in 
Australia, and they chatted for a few minutes.  Penny wrote in her diary, “Practicing talking 
about things like this is very helpful.  It’s frustrating to not be able to express your feelings 
because of a language barrier.” 
　 This day was a relatively typical day for Penny, as she spent a lot of her evening chatting with 
her two housemates, and mostly in Japanese.  Her Japanese housemate Tomomi only chatted in 
Japanese with Penny; when Penny spoke with other exchange students at school and at the 
dorm, even with native or near-native speakers of English, she spoke almost entirely in 
Japanese.
Tuesday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 207 minutes)
On Tuesday, Penny spoke Japanese only briefly outside class at school, and even that was with 
her Japanese housemate Tomomi.  Later that day at home, Penny spoke again with Tomomi for 
a few minutes, this time about going to Osaka.  That evening, Penny chatted with Tomomi and 
Stella for a very long time, three hours, about the football on TV, about school systems, and 
about current news.  This was the most useful language learning experience for Penny that day, 
and she noted, “Since the football match was on, I could freely talk about a subject of interest.” 
Again, Tomomi was the person who helped her the most that day.  “My [Japanese] housemate 
always tries to understand me and will repeat sentences back to me with correct grammar.” 
However, Penny spoke Japanese for only 70% of the time, and even Tomomi used some 
English, as did her Swedish housemate Stella, but this did have the benefit of allowing Penny to 
speak more than she usually had.  Finally, later in the evening, her landlord came over and 
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spoke with all of the housemates for 20 minutes about the rent, Wi-Fi, house rules, and the day 
when they would check out and leave the apartments.  All of the housemates only spoke 
Japanese during that time.  Penny noted that, “Our landlord speaks more quickly and uses a lot 
of vocab[ulary] that I don’t know.”  Consequently, Penny only understood about 70% of what he 
said.
　 Tuesday was also a relatively typical weekday for Penny, as she did not use Japanese much at 
school but did use a lot at the dorm.  However, she chatted for rather longer than average with 
her two housemates, and also the landlord came over, so for a weekday this Tuesday provided 
many opportunities for Penny to interact in Japanese at the dorm.
Wednesday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 37 minutes)
On Wednesday, Penny did not speak much Japanese.  At school in the cafeteria, she asked the 
clerk if her friend could eat her lunchbox there.  She also spoke with a Japanese friend briefly 
about getting a cold, about upcoming exams, and about school events.  Later in the day when 
she returned home, she spoke with her Japanese and English housemates for five minutes 
about being sick, noting, “It’s difficult when a specific set of vocab[ulary] is needed, but you 
don’t know it.”  Finally, with her Japanese and Swedish housemates, Penny chatted for thirty 
minutes about homework and their plans for the next day.  Penny only spoke Japanese for 70% 
of the time, as her Swedish housemate Stella also spoke some English with her.  However, 
Penny noted, “My Japanese housemate rarely uses English so that’s helpful in forcing me to 
use Japanese.”
　 This day was the day that Penny spoke the least Japanese outside the classroom, so she 
wrote, “Nothing was particularly helpful today.” 
Thursday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 96 minutes)
On Thursday, Penny had many opportunities to speak Japanese outside the classroom.  In the 
morning before going to school, the landlord came by to see if anyone had caught a cold.  In her 
language diary, Penny noted, “I definitely find it harder to understand older people.”  This 
difficulty illustrates the importance of having opportunities to speak Japanese outside the 
classroom with a variety of different people.  Penny then spoke to Tomomi about the landlord 
coming by, but wrote in her diary, “Maybe because it was early in the morning but I struggled to 
understand ...”  This also indicates the importance of having to engage in Japanese in a range of 
situations.  
　 After school, Penny went to a rabbit café, which is a café where customers can hang out with 
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and pet some rabbits.  There, she spoke to the staff about the entry and rules for the café, but 
she felt, “Some of the rules I didn’t understand.”  After that, Penny had an opportunity to chat 
to the staff again, this time about the baby rabbit.  “Talking with the staff about the rabbits was 
fun since it’s a familiar topic for me,” she reflected.  Back at home, she chatted in Japanese with 
Tomomi about visiting the rabbit café and what she had done that day.  
　 On Thursday evening, Penny had the opportunity to help Tomomi, this time with her English 
homework.  Even then, Penny spoke mostly in Japanese, as did Tomomi, and this became 
another opportunity to interact in Japanese.  “I really like being able to help but explaining in 
Japanese is quite difficult,” Penny reflected in her language diary.  Afterwards, Tomomi asked 
for Penny’s help with her homework again, this time to explain the idea of tax evasion.  They 
discussed this topic for about 15 minutes.  Penny noted, “It was quite difficult to explain in 
Japanese concepts that she had read about in English.”  This became Penny’s most useful 
language learning experience of the day.  In her language diary, Penny wrote, “Helping my 
housemate with homework helped me as much as it helped her, I think.”  She went on to note, 
“Although it was hard to explain things sometimes, it gives me a good chance to think about 
new ways to use the limited Japanese I know to explain things I hadn’t considered talking about 
in Japanese before.”
　 After her Swedish housemate Stella returned home, the three dorm mates played the game 
hana fuda together for about an hour.  This was a very good opportunity to discuss games in 
Japanese.  “Explaining to the Swedish student was difficult,” Penny thought, illustrating the fact 
that interactions between international students can also become very useful language learning 
experiences.  Finally, before bed, the three had another, short two-minute conversation about 
taking photos.
　 This Thursday was another typical day for Penny as she interacted with her dorm mates at 
the dorm for about one and a half hours, and had relatively few interactions outside.  However, 
chatting to the staff at the rabbit café were two of the few encounters Penny had with service 
personnel or other Japanese people outside the dorm that week.
Friday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 127 minutes)
On Friday morning, Penny met her English dorm mate at school.  Penny initiated the 
conversation in Japanese but her housemate replied in English.  In Penny’s case, she and her 
English dorm mate did not develop the habit of speaking together in Japanese.
　 At the school cafeteria at lunchtime, Penny spoke with the staff about whether the lunch had 
dairy products in it.  Although having special dietary needs might be frustrating, Penny wrote in 
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her diary, “Having dietary requirements makes it especially useful to be able to speak 
Japanese.”  Buying and consuming food is often the space where most interaction in the target 
language occurs, and on her way home that Friday, Penny stopped at a bakery and chatted to the 
staff there about buying a recipe book and also the fact that she came from Australia.
　 That evening, when Penny returned to the dorm, she again spent two hours playing hana 
fuda with Tomomi and Stella, and chatting about the anime they were watching.  This was 
Penny’s most useful language learning experience of the day.  “It was the same as most other 
days in that just being able to sit and be encouraged to speak in Japanese about anything is 
useful.”  Her Japanese dorm mate Tomomi was the person who helped Penny the most that day, 
“because she always initiates in Japanese.”
　 This Friday was another typical day for Penny, as she had just a few opportunities to use 
Japanese apart from at the dorm, and at the dorm she interacted in Japanese only with her 
Japanese and Swedish dorm mates.
Saturday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 127 minutes)
On Saturday Penny did not have classes, so this day was spent at the dorm and then going out 
to dinner at a restaurant.  Early in the morning there had been a small earthquake which 
Tomomi and Stella had not felt, so when the three dorm mates first met they chatted for a few 
minutes about that.  
　 At breakfast, the three dorm mates discussed finding trusted news sites to use for Tomomi’s 
English homework.  After breakfast, they went out shopping and then had dinner together.  As 
they were walking to the train, they chatted about music and lyrics for about 10 minutes.  On 
the train, they decided where to meet after going shopping and where to have dinner.  While 
Penny was shopping, she did not use Japanese, but when they met at the restaurant afterwards 
they chatted in Japanese for about 90 minutes about the food and other things.  Talking in 
Japanese at the restaurant was the most useful language learning experience for Penny that day, 
“because it was the longest.”  Penny also talked to a member of staff about where she was from 
and about Australia and learning Japanese.  “It was a bit hard to hear what he was saying so my 
housemate often repeated it for me in more simple Japanese,” Penny wrote in her language 
diary.  On the way home on the train, Penny showed Tomomi which books and music she had 
bought and they talked about that for a few minutes.  Finally, as they were walking home from 
the station to their house, they talked for five minutes about their mountain climbing plans for 
the next day.  
　 On this day, once again the only people that Penny spoke in Japanese with at length were her 
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dorm mates.  The key person was Tomomi.  As Penny noted, “I don’t generally speak Japanese 
unless she’s there.”  Simply put, Penny used Japanese whenever Tomomi was there, and did 
not when she was not there.  For example, Tomomi did not join Penny when she was shopping, 
and during that time Penny did not use Japanese at all.  At the restaurant, when Tomomi was 
there with Penny and Stella, Penny did use Japanese.  And when Penny did not understand what 
the restaurant staff had said, it was Tomomi who rephrased it so that Penny could understand.  
Sunday: (total time spent speaking Japanese outside class: 693 minutes)
This day was a very special day for Penny; she spent almost the entire day speaking in 
Japanese.  The main event of the day was a day trip to Hikone with Tomomi and Stella.  
　 In the morning before they left the dorm, Penny and Tomomi chatted a few times about small 
topics like the weather, changing clothes, and plans for the day.  When Penny found some 
chocolate in the pocket of a jacket that she had bought, that also became a topic of conversation. 
Their other dorm mates were using Skype, which Penny grumbled about.  She noted in her 
diary, “I kind of like being able to complain in Japanese [be]cause I can say things more subtly.” 
　 The day’s adventure began when they walked to the local station, comparing differences 
between countries, such as drivers’ licences.  For the rest of the day, from 7:30 am through to 
6:30 pm, Penny, Tomomi and Stella spent the day chatting mostly in Japanese.  In her language 
diary, Penny commented, “It gets much easier to speak the longer the time is.”  It shows how 
important it is that Japanese students and exchanges students share experiences for longer 
times.  Penny and Stella spoke 70% in Japanese and the rest in English, and this day Tomomi 
spoke in Japanese for only 85% of the time.  They chatted about a variety of mostly general 
things, but particularly about their surroundings as they travelled.  
　 Upon arriving home in the evening, Penny, Tomomi and Stella were joined by their English 
dorm mate, and they chatted about their trip that day for about ten minutes.  Finally, before 
going to bed, Penny and Tomomi had a final, five-minute chat about homework, perhaps a 
common topic at international dorms on a Sunday evening before class the next day.  Penny 
spoke only 65% Japanese with Tomomi this time, her least for the week, as she helped Tomomi 
with her homework.  This brought to an end Penny’s week of using Japanese.
　 Spending about 11 hours travelling with Tomomi was a wonderful opportunity for Penny.  As 
she noted in her language diary, “Because we went on a day trip it was an entire day of 
opportunity to speak Japanese.”  Penny had spoken on average 90% to 100% of the time in 
Japanese with Tomomi, but with Stella for only 70% to 80%.  Indeed, Penny noted that “Going 
on trips without her [Tomomi], we speak English mostly.”
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Overview:  
In her tenth week in Japan studying Japanese, Penny spent almost 24 hours interacting in 
Japanese outside her language classroom.  Almost the entire time (96%) was spent with 
Tomomi and Stella, her two dorm mates, both at the dorm on weekdays and outside the dorm 
on the weekend.  Apart from her two dorm mates, Penny had a few other interactions, including 
with another dorm mate, the dorm caretaker, a few classmates at school, and a small number of 
short service encounters at cafes and restaurants (4% of the total time).  Penny’s use of 
Japanese at her dorm might be similar to that of an exchange student staying with a homestay 
family, in that most of her interactions occur with the people that she is living with, both in the 
dorm during the week and outside the dorm on the weekend.  
Research question 2: Which of these are the most useful language learning experiences?
At the end of each day, Penny noted which of her interactions in Japanese that day had been the 
most useful.  Table 2 summarizes Penny’s answers to this question.
Table 2: Each day’s most useful language learning experiences for Penny
Day /
(Length)
Interaction Comment
Monday
(1 hour)
chatting with Tomomi and Stella 
about TV shows, dramas, and 
homework
“Even if I’m not talking much, it’s good listening 
practice.  And when it’s about the familiar topic like 
TV shows, it is easier for me to compare a native 
speaker’s language use to what I’ve learned from 
textbooks.”
Tuesday
(3 hours)
chatting with Tomomi and Stella 
about the football on TV, school 
systems, and current news
“Since the football match was on I could freely talk 
about a subject of interest.”
Wednesday
(―)
― “Nothing was particularly helpful today.”
Thursday
(15 mins)
chatting with Tomomi about tax 
evasion
“Although it was hard to explain things sometimes, it 
gives me a good chance to think about new ways to 
use the limited Japanese I know to explain things I 
hadn’t considered talking about in Japanese before.”
Friday
(2 hours)
chatting and playing games at 
home with Tomomi and Stella
“It was the same as most other days in that just being 
able to sit and be encouraged to speak in Japanese 
about anything is useful.”
Saturday
(90 mins)
chatting at the restaurant with 
Tomomi and Stella
“Because it was the longest.”
Sunday
(11 hours)
the day trip to Hikone with 
Tomomi and Stella
“Because we went on a day trip it was an entire day 
opportunity to speak Japanese.”
Source: Penny’s language diaries
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From Table 2, it is clear that Penny’s most useful language learning experiences from Monday 
to Friday were simply chatting with Tomomi and Stella at the dorm about regular, everyday 
topics that came up naturally in conversation.  As Penny noted in her language diary on Friday, 
“just being able to sit and be encouraged to speak in Japanese about anything is useful.”  The 
topics themselves were not important.  Whatever was on television became the subject of 
conversation, which for example on Tuesday was football.  These topics were suitable for Penny 
because they were familiar and easy, arose naturally, were supported by the language input and 
visual cues from the television shows themselves, invited comment from each speaker’s 
perspective, and gave opportunities to speak about other speakers’ ideas.  They also provided 
both the chance to explore and learn about Japanese society and culture and to use language in 
playful and creative ways.  Having three people in the conversation rather than two also gave 
Penny the option to actively participate or not depending upon her interest in a topic.  Even 
passively participating by simply listening to Stella and Tomomi chatting, or just watching 
television, also became a valuable learning opportunity.  As Penny noted in her diary on Monday, 
“Even if I’m not talking much, it’s good listening practice.”
　 Having access to a native speaker’s Japanese was certainly a useful language learning 
experience for Penny.  She wrote on Monday, “when it’s about the familiar topic like TV shows, 
it is easier for me to compare a native speaker’s language use to what I’ve learned from 
textbooks.”  This natural interaction outside the classroom is essential for language students to 
develop a sense of more natural uses of Japanese.  With a homestay family, there might be 
greater interaction between native speakers of Japanese, which on the one hand represents a 
good chance to listen to fast and natural interaction, but on the other might leave the exchange 
student feeling marginalized and desperately trying to catch up with what is happening in a 
conversation.  Having two foreign students in the conversations probably required Tomomi to 
somewhat simplify her language so that Penny and Stella could understand what she was 
saying.  If there had been two native speakers of Japanese, perhaps Tomomi might not have 
done so to the same degree.  From this perspective, there are actually advantages to staying in 
an international dorm and interacting with exchange students, as this provides opportunities for 
extended simplified input.
　 For Penny, the one exception to easy topics being the most useful language learning 
experiences of the day came on Thursday when Penny and Tomomi chatted about the relatively 
difficult issue of tax evasion.  As Penny noted, “Although it was hard to explain things 
sometimes, it gives me a good chance to think about new ways to use the limited Japanese I 
know to explain things I hadn’t considered talking about in Japanese before.”  Although the 
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interaction was relatively short, being only 15 minutes, it represented an opportunity to explore 
more challenging issues and required Penny to employ more complex language use strategies. 
Perhaps Penny could have benefited from having more opportunities like these outside the 
classroom.
　 On the weekend, going to a restaurant with Tomomi and Stella on Saturday and travelling to 
Hikone on Sunday were the most useful language learning experiences for Penny, as both 
outings represented extended opportunities to interact in Japanese.  Having these longer 
chances to use Japanese is helpful in practicing and extending listening skills, casually acquiring 
vocabulary, observing natural ways of speaking, developing a broad array of effective 
conversation strategies, using the plain forms of speaking (~eru / ~aru), and facilitating the 
growth of a personal style and manner of speaking.  It is often assumed that homestay families 
will organize weekend trips away to explore and experience local sights, and this is one of the 
attractions of staying with a local family.  Moreover, some exchange students might believe that 
short-term exchange students staying in international dorms will have fewer such 
opportunities.  However, Penny’s case shows that this is not necessarily true.  
　 Penny’s answers to this question once again indicate that her dorm was the most important 
space for Penny to interact in Japanese that week, and that simply hanging out there and with 
her dorm mates on the weekend represented her most important language learning 
experiences.  
Research question 3: Who helps these students the most to speak Japanese?
We were curious to know which person helped the exchange students the most each day―a 
teacher, a Japanese friend, a teaching assistant, another foreign student, a host family mother or 
sibling? So, participants were asked to note which person had helped them the most to speak 
Japanese that day, and how they had done so.  Table 3 summarizes the answers that Penny gave 
to this question.
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Table 3: The person who helped Penny the most to speak Japanese each day
Day Person Comment
Monday Tomomi “always helps with homework etc”
Tuesday Tomomi
“always tries to understand me and will repeat sentences back to me 
with correct grammar”
Wednesday Tomomi “rarely uses English so that’s helpful in forcing me to use Japanese”
Thursday Tomomi
“helping my housemate with homework helped me as much as it 
helped her, I think”
Friday Tomomi “she always initiates in Japanese”
Saturday Tomomi “I don’t generally speak Japanese unless she’s there”
Sunday Tomomi “going on trips without her, we speak English mostly”
Source: Penny’s language diaries
Tomomi was the person who most assisted Penny to speak Japanese through the week. 
Tomomi helped Penny in many ways, in particular, with her homework, which for Penny as an 
exchange student was very useful.  On Thursday, Penny found that by helping Tomomi she also 
helped herself, as their interaction was in Japanese.  This gave Penny the opportunity to explain 
English grammar in Japanese.  Tomomi also corrected Penny’s spoken language, especially the 
grammar, and Penny found this to be invaluable, as Penny noted on Tuesday.
　 For exchange students, having someone who always speaks only in the target language 
forces them to do likewise.  Tomomi always initiates conversations in Japanese, as Penny noted 
on Friday, and then rarely speaks in English, as Penny wrote on Wednesday.  Indeed, without 
Tomomi, Penny found that she rarely spoke in Japanese, as she noted on both Saturday and 
Sunday.  For Penny, simply having Tomomi initiate and sustain conversations in Japanese, and 
correcting Penny when she made mistakes, was the way that Tomomi helped Penny the most.  
Research question 4: What types of social networks do exchange students have access to in which 
they can use Japanese outside the classroom?
Penny’s case is another example of a small, concentrated social network.  Penny spent a lot of 
time with only two people, one Japanese person (Tomomi) and one foreign exchange student 
(Stella), who did not share Penny’s first language of English.  In this sense, Penny’s social 
network was very similar to Adriana’s in the Croker and Machida (2017) study.  In Adriana’s 
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case, it was also her Japanese dorm mate, Haruka, who was the linchpin of her Japanese 
language social network.  Adriana also had another dorm mate with whom she spent a lot of 
time speaking in Japanese, and like Stella this dorm mate did not share Adriana’s first language. 
In both cases, during the week the three dorm mates spent a lot of time each day just hanging 
out at the dorm and chatting in Japanese.  
　 However, there are three differences between Penny’s and Adriana’s cases.  Firstly, whereas 
Penny spent time on the weekend speaking in Japanese with her dorm mates outside the dorm, 
Adriana did so during the week.  Secondly, although both students mostly did not chat to other 
students in Japanese before or after class, Adriana did spend two hours one afternoon with 
other students at a social event called Coffee Hour.  Thirdly, Penny did not work part-time 
whereas Adriana did, and this provided further opportunities to chat in Japanese.  In short, 
Penny’s social network was even smaller and more concentrated than Adriana’s.  She spent 
96% of the almost 24 hours she spoke Japanese that week interacting only with her two dorm 
mates.  By contrast, Adriana spent only about half of the 22 hours she spent using Japanese 
with her two dorm mates.  
Discussion
　 For relatively quiet and shy exchange students like Penny, dorm mates may be absolutely 
crucial in providing sufficient opportunities to interact in the target language during their study 
abroad.  If Tomomi had not been so sociable, had decided that she wanted to try to use as much 
English as possible, had not been so generous as to help with Penny’s homework and correct 
her spoken Japanese, or if Stella had chosen to speak English rather than Japanese, then the 
opportunities that Penny would have had to use Japanese might have been very different.
　 This case study focused upon the experiences of only one student in one week of her life so 
the degree to which its findings can be generalized to other students and different contexts may 
be limited.  Nonetheless, there are numerous lessons that can be drawn from it.  The most 
obvious are for selecting and supporting dorm assistants.  Firstly, when selecting the Japanese 
students to live at the dorm as dorm assistants, it should be made very clear that their 
responsibility is to help the exchange students with their Japanese, and not to see staying in an 
international dorm as an opportunity for them to practice their English or other languages. 
Secondly, providing an orientation for these Japanese dorm assistants might be helpful, in which 
the language needs of the exchange students can be explained and strategies for effectively 
helping them shared and explored.  Thirdly, organizing occasional reflection sessions for the 
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Japanese dorm assistants would give them an opportunity to share which strategies are 
effective, and also to discuss problems that arise.
　 There are other implications for the host institution.  Penny was fortunate to have two dorm 
mates who were happy to spend so much time speaking in Japanese with her.  However, it is 
notable that Penny did not spend much time speaking in Japanese with her other dorm mates. 
Perhaps some dormitories could become ‘Japanese only’ spaces, where the dorm residents, 
both Japanese and foreign, pledge to only use Japanese.  For larger international dormitories, if 
making the whole dormitory a ‘Japanese only’ space is problematic, then limiting this space to 
just some parts of the dorm, such as a particular floor or particular apartments or common 
areas, might be more practical, and not especially difficult to establish.
　 It is also notable that Penny spent almost no time speaking in Japanese on campus, even 
though there were social events such as Coffee Hour and a Japanese-language only space called 
the Japan Plaza which Penny could have used.  Requiring students to spend a certain amount of 
time in such a space might provide quiet students like Penny with additional opportunities to 
interact in Japanese, and with a broader array of Japanese speakers, both native and non-native 
speakers.
　 Penny also spent little time using Japanese in the wider world.  Involving students in 
volunteer activities or providing them with service learning opportunities might be one way to 
address this issue.  The ultimate goal should be to provide short-term exchange students with 
an array of opportunities to use Japanese in diverse situations with as many different people as 
possible, so they become accustomed to dealing with a variety of situations in the target 
language.  
　 Penny’s case is remarkable for the fact that she spent so much time interacting in Japanese 
with just two people, both of whom were her dorm mates and one of whom was not Japanese. 
In part, this was because of the way that she positioned herself within the dorm as a learner of 
the target language.  As Wang, C.  (2010) notes, “[i]dentity includes how one perceives oneself 
and how one is perceived by others; it also includes how one positions oneself in relation to the 
existing background (home culture) and the new settings (target culture).  Students’ self-
positioning can have an effect on their access to social networks and language learning 
opportunities (Whitworth, 2006), and on their willingness to use the target language (Jackson, 
2008)” (p. 58).  Future research could explore the positioning(s) of short-term exchange 
students more deeply.
　 This study contributes to our growing understanding of the experiences that short-term 
exchange students have studying Japanese while living at international dormitories.  Penny’s 
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case is not unique, and there will be many more students like Penny.  It is the responsibility of 
host institutions to help students like her to make the most of their short-term exchange 
experience; it is also the responsibility of the exchange student herself to make the most of the 
opportunities that are offered.  However, it is to the Japanese students like Tomomi and Haruka 
that we owe our gratitude.  It is due to their generosity that each day at an international 
dormitory can become a rich language experience for exchange students.
It is later that evening, and Penny is sitting at the dining room table at Peace House with 
Tomomi and Stella.  They are enjoying playing their favorite game together, hana fuda. 
The three friends have been chatting for almost two hours in Japanese over dinner and 
in front of the television.  Penny feels relaxed and confident.  She does not mind if she 
wins or loses hana fuda; chatting in Japanese with her friends is the real joy of playing 
the game.  For her, Peace House is a space where she can enjoy using Japanese every 
day.  It has become her oasis, a rich, supportive, friendly, and enjoyable place where she 
has developed her Japanese language ability with Tomomi’s help and support.  For 
Tomomi is the person who helps make Peace House such a stimulating environment for 
both Penny and Stella―she is the well spring at Peace House, and it is her kind-
heartedness that helps the exchange students staying there flourish.
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短期留学生にとっての寮生活：
それは「言語砂漠」かそれとも「言語オアシス」か
町田奈々子・ロバート クロッカー
要　　旨
　一般的に日本の大学に短期留学している英語母語話者のうち、留学生寮に滞在し
ている学生は、留学生仲間や日本人学生と英語で話すことが多いため、目標言語で
ある日本語で話す機会は少ないであろうと捉えられることが多い。本稿では、この
予測に反する例をオーストラリアからの留学生であるペニーのケーススタディーと
して紹介する。ペニーは小規模な留学生寮において、寮仲間である日本人学生とス
ウェーデン学生を中心に日本語によるソーシャルネットワークを形成した。来日後
10週目に実施した7日間にわたる詳細な言語活動記録によると、ペニーは7日間で
約24時間、教室外において日本語で交流している。彼女はこのほとんどの時間を2
人の寮仲間と過ごしているが、そのうち約10時間、つまり1日平均1時間半は寮内
で、そして約13時間は寮外のレストラン (土曜日 )や旅行先（日曜日）などで交流
している。短期留学中のどちらかというと内向的であるペニーのような学生にとっ
ては、目標言語である日本語で交流する機会を十分に提供してくれるという意味で、
寮仲間が非常に重要な役割を果たし得ることを本ケーススタディーは示唆してい
る。留学生寮はオアシス―つまり、安全且つ安心して日本語を毎日使うことができ
る空間になり得るのである。
キーワード：日本、留学、言語使用、ソーシャルネットワーク、留学生寮
